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Abstract: Noncovalent interactions in the single crystal of 3,6-Cl2-closo-1,2-P2B10H8 and in the
crystal of closo-1,7-P2B10Cl10•toluene were analyzed by means of quantum chemical computations.
The crystal packing in the second crystal was dominated by numerous B-Cl···Cl-B dihalogen and
strong B-P···π pnictogen bonds, the latter of which were characterized by a small length of 3.08 Å
and a large interaction energy value, exceeding −10 kcal mol−1.
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1. Introduction

Phosphorus atoms can be relatively easily incorporated into the icosahedral closo-B12H12
2−

skeleton, which is achieved experimentally by reacting a boron hydride with an open pentagonal
belt, e.g. B10H14, with PCl3 [1,2]. Such a reaction yields closo-1,2-P2B10H10 and its mono- and
di-chloro derivatives. Among them, 3,6-Cl2-closo-1,2-P2B10H8 (1) has been crystallized after separation
from the reaction mixture. The parent phosphaborane can be thermally rearranged to obtain the
isomeric closo-1,7-P2B10H10 [3]. However, when the pyrolysis reaction of B2Cl4 with PCl3 takes
place, the terminal hydrogens of the latter cage are completely substituted by chlorines, resulting in
closo-1,7-P2B10Cl10 (2). The molecular diagrams of 1 and 2 with numbering are shown in Figure 1.
Compound 2 is prone to crystallization with toluene, yielding crystals of 2•C6H5CH3 in this process [4].
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the reaction mixture. The parent phosphaborane can be thermally rearranged to obtain the isomeric 
closo-1,7-P2B10H10 [3]. However, when the pyrolysis reaction of B2Cl4 with PCl3 takes place, the 
terminal hydrogens of the latter cage are completely substituted by chlorines, resulting in 
closo-1,7-P2B10Cl10 (2). The molecular diagrams of 1 and 2 with numbering are shown in Figure 1. 
Compound 2 is prone to crystallization with toluene, yielding crystals of 2•C6H5CH3 in this process 
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Figure 1. The molecular diagrams and numbering of 3,6-Cl2-closo-1,2-P2B10H8 (1) and 
closo-1,7-P2B10Cl10 (2). 

Figure 1. The molecular diagrams and numbering of 3,6-Cl2-closo-1,2-P2B10H8 (1) and
closo-1,7-P2B10Cl10 (2).

The phosphorus atoms of closo-1,2-P2B10H10 and closo-1,7-P2B10H10 are incorporated into the
skeleton via multicenter 3-center-2-electron (3c2e) and 4-center-2-electron (4c2e) types of bonding [5].
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The electron distribution is in disagreement with the classical electronegativity concept in multicenter
bonding [5,6] and it results in areas of highly positive electrostatic potential, called σ-holes [7], on
phosphorus atoms [8]. The concept of σ-hole, developed by Politzer et al., was originally used to
describe halogen (X) bonds, where the σ-hole was centered on the carbon–halogen σ-bond axis. A
partially positive σ-hole on a partially negative X atom could thus explain the interesting ability of an
X atom to interact simultaneously with electrophiles and nucleophiles.

Closo-phosphaboranes are not the only heteroboranes with highly positive σ-holes. Indeed,
various chalcogen and X-bonds have been reported for closo-thiaboranes and halogenated
carboranes [9–11]. In addition, pnictogen (Pn) bonds are known for various nido-Pn2C2B7HnX9−n

(Pn = P, As, Sb) molecules [12,13]. All these σ-hole interactions have been reported for single crystalline
materials. In order to expand the body of Pn-bonding in closo structural motifs, we have selected a
known crystal structure of 1 [1]. Additionally, we selected the crystal of 2 cocrystalized with toluene [4]
for quantum chemical analysis, the first candidate for a non-single-crystalline material in boron cluster
chemistry stabilized by σ-hole interactions.

2. Materials and Methods

The molecular electrostatic potential (ESP) surfaces of isolated molecules 1 and 2 were computed
at the Hartree-Fock (HF) level with the correlation-consistent polarized valence double-zeta (cc-pVDZ)
basis set using the Gaussian09 [14] and Molekel4.3 [15,16] programs. As a one-electron property, ESP
is correctly described by the non-correlated HF method and the double-zeta basis set size is sufficient
for its computation [17].

Around each unique molecule in the studied crystals, we created clusters by considering the
surrounding molecules. The molecules that had any atom within 5 Å of the central molecule formed a
cluster that was called the first layer. The second layer was obtained by considering molecules that
had any atom within 5 Å of the first layer. Hydrogen atoms in the central molecule and in the first
layer were optimized using the density functional theory (DFT) with the resolution of identity (RI)
approximation, the empirical dispersion (D3), the Becke, Lee, Yang and Parr functional (BLYP), and
the double-zeta valence polarized (DZVP) basis set [18]. Hydrogen atoms of the second layer were
optimized by the hybrid DFT-D3/PM6-D3H4X approach. The DFT-D3/BLYP/DZVP method was
used for the first layer and the corrected semiempirical quantum mechanical PM6-D3H4X method [19]
for the second layer. All heavy atoms were frozen in crystallographic positions. The obtained clusters
were used for energy calculations. Two-body interaction energy (∆E2) was defined as the energy
difference between the energy of the dimer and the sum of monomer energies.

∆E2(AB) = E(AB) − E(A) − E(B) (1)

Three-body energy (∆E3) was defined as the energy difference between the total energy of the
trimer and the sum of both monomer energies and all ∆E2 values.

∆E3(ABC) = E(ABC) − E(A) − E(B) − E(C) − ∆E2(AB) − ∆E2(BC) − ∆E2(AC) (2)

Expanding the ∆E2 energies, the ∆E3(ABC) could thus be expressed as:

∆E3(ABC) = E(ABC) − E(AB) − E(AC) − E(BC) + E(A) + E(B) + E(C) (3)

The sum of the ∆E2 values (∑∆E2(A)) of the central molecule A was computed for residues in the
first and second layers. The whole layers were labeled as Q and were formed by residues marked as B
to N).

∑ E2(A) =
N

∑
I=B

E2(AI) (4)
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Finally, the interaction of the central molecule A with the surrounding molecules was computed as:

∆E(AQ) = E(AQ) − E(A) − E(Q) (5)

The many-body energy (∆EMB) was computed as the difference ∆E(AQ) and ∑∆E2(A).

∆EMB(AQ) = ∆E(AQ) − ∑∆E2(A) (6)

The energies were determined using the DFT-D3 method with the Tao, Perdew, Staroverov
and Scuseria (TPSS) functional and the triple-zeta TZVPP basis set. Three-body dispersion was not
used for the TPSS functional because it had been shown that the ∆E3 of TPSS was too repulsive
and the three-body dispersion only made the overall errors worse [20]. The benchmark ∆E2 were
determined by the MP2.5 method [21] with the complete basis set (CBS). MP2.5/CBS was calculated as
the sum of the Møller–Plesset perturbation theory to the second order (MP2) with CBS and the scaled
third-order energy contribution (the scaling factor of 0.5) using the augmented correlation-consistent
polarized double-zeta (aug-cc-pVDZ) basis set. For MP2/CBS, an extrapolation from aug-cc-pVDZ
to aug-cc-pVTZ was used [22]. Counterpoise corrections for the basis set superposition error (BSSE)
and RI approximations were used for the MP2.5 calculations. ∆E2 values were decomposed by
symmetry-adapted perturbation-theory (SAPT) methodology. The simplest truncation of SAPT
(SAPT0) decomposition [23] was performed with the recommended jun-cc-pVDZ basis sets (i.e.
cc-pVDZ on hydrogen and aug-cc-pVDZ on heavier atoms) [24]. Turbomole (7.0) [25], PSI4 [26],
MOPAC2016 [27] and Cuby4 [28] were used.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. The Properties of Isolated Molecules

To obtain a deeper insight into the noncovalent interactions of phosphaboranes, we computed the
ESP surfaces of 1 and 2 and compared them with analogous compounds in the literature. The parent
closo-1,2-P2B10H10 compound was reported to have highly positive σ-holes with a magnitude (VS,max)
of 22.6 kcal mol−1 and a large dipole moment of 2.7 D [8]. The introduction of two electronegative
Cl atoms in compound 1 resulted in even more positive σ-holes (VS,max of about 25.2 kcal mol−1,
see Figure 2 and Table 1). The dipole moment of 1 was, however, smaller (1.2 D) because the vector
addition of the two B–Cl bond dipole moments [29] was in the opposite direction with respect to the
vector pointing out from the midpoint of the P(1)–P(2) vector towards the center of the cluster. The Cl
atoms of 1 had slightly positive σ-holes (VS,max 2.3 kcal mol−1) and the minimum value of the ESP
molecular surface (VS,min) of the Cl(3,6) atom was −9.5 kcal mol−1. The Cl atoms of 1 are thus expected
to be better H-bond acceptors than X-bond donors.
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Figure 2. The computed molecular electrostatic potential (ESP) surface and molecular diagrams for
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Table 1. The magnitudes of the σ-holes (VS,max) of the P and Cl atoms.

Compound Atom VS,max [kcal mol−1]

3,6-Cl2-closo-1,2-P2B10H8 (1)
P(1,2) 2 × 25.2; 25.1

Cl(3,6) 1 2.3

closo-1,7-P2B10Cl10 (2)
P(1,7) 30.2; 2 × 28.9; 2 × 27.8
Cl(2,3) 13.1

Cl(9,10) 2 1.5
1 The minimum value of the electrostatic potential (ESP) molecular surface of the Cl(3,6) atom is −9.5 kcal mol−1. 2

The minimum value of the ESP molecular surface of the Cl(9,10) atom is −13.2 kcal mol−1.

A complete substitution of terminal hydrogens by chlorines considerably increased the dipole
moment to 3.4 D (eight B–Cl bond dipole moments were added to the vector from the P(1)–P(7)
midpoint towards the center of the cluster) and VS,max values up to 30.2 kcal mol−1 in the case of 2. It
can thus be considered as a very good Pn-bond donor. Additionally, the Cl(2,3) atoms of 2 had positive
σ-holes with a VS,max value of 13.1 kcal mol−1; the VS,min of the Cl(9,10) atoms was −13.2 kcal mol−1.
Therefore, the Cl atoms of 2 can act as both X-bond donors and H-bond acceptors.

3.2. Interactions in the Single Crystal of 1 and the Crystal of 2•Toluene

Initially, the crystal structure of 1 was analyzed. There are eight molecules in the unit cell
(see Figure 3). First, all pairwise interactions were evaluated by computing interaction energy
(∆E2) values by the DFT-D3 method using various functionals and basis sets. For the most
stable motifs, highly accurate MP2.5/CBS ∆E2 values were computed. Additionally, ∆E2 was
decomposed into different terms by using the SATP technique. The obtained results are summarized
in Table 2. The SAPT0/jun-cc-pVDZ results were in reasonable agreement with the MP2.5/CBS
results (the root-mean-square error (RMSE) of 0.41 kcal mol−1). Among the DFT-D3 methods, the best
agreement with MP2.5/CBS results, i.e. the RMSE of 0.47 kcal mol−1, was found for the TPSS/TZVPP
level. The other tested functionals and basis sets had a bigger RMSE, i.e. 1.31, 1.29, 1.19 and
1.10 kcal mol−1 for BLYP/def2-QZVP, BLYP/DZVP, B3LYP/DZVP and TPSS/DZVP, respectively.
The ∆E2 values ranged from −3.35 to −4.23 kcal mol−1 at the MP2.5/CBS level. These values
are large considering that there were no intermolecular distances shorter than the sum of van der
Waals radii (ΣrvdW) [30] in the crystal. The highly negative ∆E2 values were caused by the large
dispersion contribution, which strongly dominated the interaction (65–71% of the total attractive
energy). The electrostatic interaction was also important (21–27% of the total attractive energy). The
smallest attractive term was induction (7–8% of the total attractive energy).

Table 2. Computed DFT-D3/TPSS/TZVPP and MP2.5/CBS two-body interaction energies for the
crystal of 3,6-Cl2-closo-1,2-P2B10H8 (1). Interaction energies were decomposed into electrostatic (Eelec),
induction (Eind), dispersion (Edisp), and exchange (Eexch) contributions by SAPT0. Energies in kcal
mol−1. The relative values in parentheses express the contribution to the sum of all attractive energy
terms of SAPT0.

Interaction DFT-D3/MP2.5
SAPT0/jun-cc-pVDZ

Total Eelec Eind Edisp Eexch

A···B −4.85/−4.23 −4.83 −2.28
(21%)

−0.81
(8%)

−7.67
(71%) 5.94

A···C −4.09/−3.90 −4.01 −2.26
(27%)

−0.61
(7%)

−5.42
(65%) 4.28

A···D −3.85/−3.35 −3.70 −2.11
(24%)

−0.65
(8%)

−5.87
(68%) 4.92
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Figure 3. The crystal packing of 3,6-Cl2-closo-1,2-P2B10H8 (1). Distances in Å. The color gray
is used for distances larger than ΣrvdW. The positions of H atoms were optimized at the
DFT-D3/BLYP/DZVP level.

The sum of ∆E2 values (∑ ∆E2(1)) was −48.45 kcal mol−1 for the first layer. The consideration of
the second layer made the ∑ ∆E2(1) more negative by 3.38 kcal mol−1. Three-body energy ∆E3(ABC),
∆E3(ACD) and ∆E3(BCD) values were relatively small (below 2% of ∆E2). They ranged from −0.01
to 0.22 kcal mol−1 at the DFT-D3/TPSS/TZVPP level. Similar ∆E3 results were obtained at the
DFT-D3/B3LYP/DZVP level ( ∆E3 ranged from −0.05 to 0.14 kcal mol−1).

Secondly, we studied interactions in the crystal of 2•toluene. The results showed that the most
negative ∆E2 value was exhibited by the B-P···π Pn-bond. The Pn-bond was characterized by a small
length of 3.08 Å (88% of ΣrvdW) and its ∆E2 value exceeded −10 kcal mol−1 at the MP2.5/CBS level (see
Table 3 and Figure 4). The SAPT decomposition revealed that electrostatic and induction contributions
were more important in this Pn-bond. They represented 35% and 14% of the total attractive energy
of this Pn-bond, respectively, but they did not exceed 27% and 10% of the total attractive energy
in the other interactions reported in this study. Pn···π interactions in neutral complexes are well
known, especially for heavier Pn atoms (As, Sb and Bi). For example, AsCl3 and SbCl3 formed Pn···π
Pn-bonds with substituted benzenes that had a Pn···benzenecentroid separation of 3.14 and 3.24 Å
(88 and 86% of ΣrvdW), respectively [31,32]. Phosphorus···π interactions are typically only observed
in cationic phosphorus complexes, as exemplified by the interaction between the Mes*NP+ cation
and benzene, which has a P···benzenecentroid separation of 3.00 Å (86% of ΣrvdW) [33]. The reported
Pn-bond can be further related to analogous σ-hole interactions in heteroboranes. For example, the
C-Br···π chalcogen bond reported for brominated carboranes had a length of 3.46 Å (98% of ΣrvdW) [34]
and the ∆E value of the isolated X-bond was estimated to be about −4 kcal mol−1 [11]. The B-S···π
chalcogen bond found in phenyl-substituted thiaboranes had a length of 3.24 Å (93% of ΣrvdW) and
a ∆E of −8.6 kcal mol−1 [9]. The Sb2···H-B Pn-bond with a length of 2.78 Å (88% of ΣrvdW) and
a ∆E2 of −6.46 kcal mol−1 was found in the single crystal of the stibacarbaborane molecule [12].
The ∆E2 values of hypothetical closo-1,2-P2B10H10···benzene, closo-1,2-As2B10H10···benzene, and
AsCl3··benzene Pn-bonded complexes were computed and reported to be −4.8, −5.6 and −6.5 kcal
mol−1, respectively [8,35].
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The computed ∑ ∆E2 values were used to evaluate the importance of the B-P···π Pn-bond for the
crystal packing of 2•toluene. The ∑ ∆E2(toluene) and ∑ ∆E2(2) were −31.55 and −57.12 kcal mol−1

for the first layer, respectively. The B-P···π Pn-bonds thus formed 63 and 35 % of ∑ ∆E2(toluene) and
∑ ∆E2(2), respectively. The consideration of the second layer made ∑ ∆E2(toluene) and ∑ ∆E2(2) more
negative by about 1.98 and 5.13 kcal mol−1, which lowered the relative contribution of Pn-bonds
to 60% and 32%, respectively. Additionally, the computed ∆E3 values of the Pn-bonds were more
repulsive than for those of the other interactions. The ∆E3(2toluene2) and ∆E3(toluene2toluene)
sandwich-like motifs stabilized by the Pn-bond were 1.34 and 0.36 kcal mol−1, respectively, at the
DFT-D3/TPSS/TZVPP level. The ∆E3 thus further reduced the strength of the Pn-bonding by about
7%. The other interactions were reduced by less than 2% by the ∆E3. The role of many-body energies
was further examined by computing the ∆EMD for the toluene cluster (the first layer considered).
The obtained value of 2.64 kcal mol−1 represented 8% of the ∑ ∆E2(toluene) value. Summarizing the
results shown above, the Pn-bond formed about 56 and 32% of the computed binding energy for the
toluene and 2, respectively. These results indicate the large importance of Pn-bonding, especially for
toluene. Interestingly, the diX-bonds represented about 42% of the computed binding of 2, which was
even more than that of Pn-bonding in this case. Even though the diXbonds were considerably weaker
than the Pn-bonds (see Table 3), they were much more numerous, which resulted in an overall large
contribution to the computed binding energy.

Table 3. Computed DFT-D3/TPSS/TZVPP and MP2.5/CBS two-body interaction energies for the
crystal of closo-1,7-P2B10Cl10(2)•toluene. Interaction energies were decomposed into electrostatic
(Eelec), induction (Eind), dispersion (Edisp), and exchange (Eexch) contributions by SAPT0. Energies in
kcal mol−1. The relative values in parentheses express the contribution to the sum of all attractive
energy terms of SAPT0.

Interaction DFT-D3/MP2.5
SAPT0/jun-cc-pVDZ

Total Eelec Eind Edisp Eexch

2···toluene Pn-bond −9.94/−10.55 −11.56 −9.80
(35%)

−3.96
(14%)

−14.61
(52%) 16.81

2···toluene stacking −2.51/−2.25 −1.96 −0.84
(22%)

−0.21
(6%)

−2.75
(72%) 1.84

2···toluene H-bond −0.87/−0.80 −0.51 −0.35
(16 %)

−0.21
(10%)

−1.58
(74%) 1.63

2···2 bifurcated diX-bonds −3.67 −3.27 −1.17
(16%)

−0.32
(4%)

−5.73
(79%) 3.95

2···2 bifurcated diX-bond −2.94 −3.01 −1.78
(26%)

−0.40
(6%)

−4.67
(68%) 3.84

2···2 diX-bond −2.32/−2.65 −2.13 −1.51
(25%)

−0.35
(6%)

−4.13
(69%) 3.86

The shortest intermolecular Cl···Cl separation in the crystal structure was 3.38 Å (96% of ΣrvdW).
The diX-bond had ∆E2 of −2.65 kcal mol−1 at the MP2.5/CBS level. The geometrical arrangement
of this interaction had very similar Θ1 and Θ2 angles (i.e. B-Cl···Cl angles of 125◦ and 127◦), which
is typical of diX-bonds [36]. Additionally, H-bonding can also be found in the crystal of 2•toluene.
The H-bond had the least negative ∆E2 value among the interaction motifs in this study and the H···Cl
distance was 2.74 Å (96% of ΣrvdW).

In summary, we analyzed noncovalent interactions in the single crystal of 1 and in the crystal of
2•toluene by quantum chemical protocols. The analysis revealed numerous diXbonds and unusually
strong B-P···π pnictogen bonds, which dominated the crystal packing of the crystal of 2•toluene.
The Pn-bond length was significantly below ΣrvdW and the ∆E value overcoming −10 kcal mol−1.
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